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Abstract 
ChvBtal, V.. Which claw-free graphs are perfectly orderable?, Discrete Applied Mathematics 44 (1993) 
39-63. 
An undirected graph is called perfectly orderable if the set of its vertices admits a linear order < such 
that no chordless path with vertices u, b, c, d and edges ab, bc, cd has a<b and rl<<c. We characterize 
claw-free perfectly orderable graphs by nine infinite families of forbidden induced subgraphs. This 
result generalizes the characterization of totally balanced matrices found by Anstee and Farber, Ed- 
monds and Lubiw, and Hoffman, Kolen and Sakarovitch. Implicit in our argument is a polynomial- 
time algorithm that, given any claw-free graph G, either constructs a perfect order in G or finds one of 
the forbidden induced subgraphs in G. 
Introduction 
Lov&z [13, p. 5281 proposed to call a zero-one matrix totally balanced if it does 
not contain as a submatrix an (edge-vertex) incidence matrix of any cycle of length 
at least three. It was proved independently by Anstee and Farber [l, Theorem 5.11, 
by Edmonds and Lubiw ([14]; see also Anstee and Farber [l, p. 226]), and by 
Hoffman, Kolen and Sakarovitch [12, Section 31 that a zero-one matrix A is totally 
balanced if and only if there exists a row and column permutation of A which does 
not contain 
1 1 I 1 1 0 
as a submatrix. (Following Lubiw [14, 151, we shall refer to this 2 x 2 matrix as r.) 
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Actually, Anstee and Farber simply pointed out that this theorem follows instantly 
from a theorem of Farber [7, Corollary 6.21 on strongly chordal graphs. 
The purpose of the present paper is to generalize this characterization of totally 
balanced matrices. To begin, let us state the characterization in different terms. 
Chvatal [2] proposed to call a linear order < on the set of vertices of an undirected 
graph perfect if no chordless path with vertices a, b, c, d and edges ab, bc, cd has a < b 
and d < c; a graph is called perfectly orderable if it admits a perfect order. Now con- 
sider an arbitrary bipartite graph H; let A = (ajj) be a zero-one matrix whose rows 
represent he vertices in one part of H and whose columns represent he vertices in 
the other part of H in such a way that aij= 1 if and only if the vertex represented 
by the ith row is adjacent to the vertex represented by thejth column. It is easy to 
see that the complement of H is perfectly orderable if and only if there exists a row 
and column permutation of A which does not contain r as a submatrix; trivially, 
A is totally balanced if and only if H contains no chordless cycle with at least six 
vertices as an induced subgraph. Thus the characterization of totally balanced 
matrices amounts to saying that the complement G of a bipartite graph is perfectly 
orderable if and only if G contains no complement of a chordless cycle with at least 
six vertices as an induced subgraph. 
We shall characterize a larger class of perfectly orderable graphs in terms of for- 
bidden induced subgraphs. The claw is a graph with vertices x, a, b, c and edges 
xa,xb,xc; a graph is called claw-free if it contains no claw as an induced subgraph; 
we shall prove that a claw-free graph G is perfectly orderable if and only if G con- 
tains no induced subgraph from one of nine well-described infinite families of 
graphs. Complements of bipartite graphs are claw-free, and so are line-graphs; thus 
our theorem includes the characterization of perfectly orderable complements of 
bipartite graphs (complements of chordless cycles with at least six vertices constitute 
one of the nine families) as well as a characterization of perfectly orderable line- 
graphs (as those containing no induced subgraph from one of the remaining eight 
families); this characterization of perfectly orderable line-graphs was found earlier 
by Chvatal[3], Our proof relies on the theorem for complements of bipartite graphs 
and generalizes the proof for line-graphs. 
A hole is a chordless path with at least four vertices; an antihole is the comple- 
ment of a hole; holes and antiholes are called odd or even according to the parity 
of their number of vertices. We say that a graph is an odd refinement of a graph 
Fit is arises from F by repeated applications of the following operation: choose an 
edge that belongs to no triangle and replace this edge by a path with an odd number 
of edges. (In particular, every graph is an odd refinement of itself.) 
Theorem. A claw-free graph is perfectly orderable if and only if it contains no in- 
duced subgraph that is an odd hole, an antihole with at least six vertices, or an odd 
refinement of one of the graphs F,, F2, . . . , F7 shown in Fig. 1. 
A perfect orientation of a graph H is an acyclic orientation of H such that no 
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chordless path with vertices a, b, c, d and edges ab, bc, cd has the edge ab oriented 
from a to b and the edge cd oriented from d to c. (Note that a graph admits a perfect 
orientation if and only if it admits a perfect order.) Sometimes it is easy to show 
that a prescribed graph admits no perfect orientation. More precisely, a particular 
orientation of a particular edge may set off a chain reaction that forces particular 
orientations of other edges; if there is an edge such that both orientations of this 
edge force two orientations of one edge or (more generally) a directed cycle then the 
graph admits no perfect orientation. In particular, it is easy to show that no odd 
hole admits a perfect orientation, no antihole with at least six vertices admits a 
perfect orientation, and no odd refinement of one of F,, F2, . . . , F7 admits a perfect 
orientation; these observations amount to the “only if” part of our theorem. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to a proof of the “if” part. Implicit in 
our argument is a polynomial-time algorithm which, given any claw-free graph G, 
either imposes a perfect order on G or else exhibits an induced subgraph of G that 
is an odd hole, an antihole with at least six vertices, or an odd refinement of one 
of F,,F,, . . . . F,. This algorithm relies on a polynomial-time algorithm which, given 
any complement G of a bipartite graph, either imposes a perfect order on G or else 
exhibits an induced subgraph of G that is an antihole with at least six vertices; for 
such an algorithm, see Anstee and Farber [l] or Hoffman, Kolen and Sakarovitch 
[12], or Lubiw [15]. 
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Thus claw-free perfectly orderable graphs are recognizable in polynomial time. 
Other classes of perfectly orderable graphs recognizable in polynomial time have 
been presented by Chvatal, Hoang, Mahadev and de Werra [4], Hertz [8], Hoang 
and Khouzam [9] and Hoang and Reed [ 10,111; Middendorf and Pfeiffer [ 161 proved 
that recognizing perfectly orderable graphs is an NP-complete problem. Chvatal [2] 
proved that perfectly orderable graphs are perfect; Chvatal and Sbihi [5] designed 
a polynomial-time algorithm for recognizing claw-free perfect graphs; the present 
paper borrows a few ideas from that of Chvatal and Sbihi. 
In proving the “if” part of the theorem, we shall proceed by induction on the 
number of vertices of G. The induction hypothesis allows us to assume that G is con- 
nected (since a perfect order of G is obtained from perfect orders of its components), 
that G contains no simplicial vertex, defined as a vertex whose neighbours form a 
clique (since a perfect order of G is obtained from a perfect order of G with the 
simplicial vertex x deleted by placing x last), and that G contains no twins, defined 
as two vertices such that no vertex distinct from both of them is adjacent o precisely 
one of them (since a perfect order of G is obtained from a perfect order of G with 
one of the twins x deleted by placing x next to the other twin). In addition, we may 
assume that G is not the complement of a bipartite graph, for otherwise G is perfectly 
orderable by virtue of the characterization of totally balanced matrices. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we reserve the letter G for a graph that 
is connected, contains no simplicial vertex, contains no twins, is not the complement 
of a bipartite graph, and contains no induced subgraph that is an odd hole, an anti- 
hole with at least six vertices, or an odd refinement of one of F,, F2, . . . , F,. In order 
to impose a perfect order on G, we determine the structure of G completely. Our 
analysis splits into two parts, depending on whether G has a clique-cutset or not; 
this condition can be tested (and a clique-cutset, if present, exhibited) by the poly- 
nomial-time algorithm of Whitesides [17]. 
Our terminology is mostly standard. All our subgraphs are induced. When the 
adjective minimal qualifies a set, it is always meant with respect to set-inclusion 
rather than size. (We shall often rely tacitly on the observation that, whenever C 
is a minimal cutset in a graph H, each vertex in C has a neighbour in each compo- 
nent of H- C.) We say that a set S of vertices dominates a set T of vertices if each 
vertex in T- S has at least one neighbour in S; we say that a vertex x dominates a 
vertex y if each neighbour of y, except possibly x, is a neighbour of x. (Note that 
the binary relation of dominance between vertices is transitive.) If a vertex x is 
adjacent to all the vertices in a set S, except possibly itself, then we say that x is S- 
universal. From time to time, when there is no danger of confusion, we refer to the 
set of vertices of a graph H simply as H. The claw with vertices x, a, b, c and edges 
xa,xb,xc is denoted xabc. 
1. When G has no clique-cutset 
Throughout this section, we assume that G has no clique-cutset. 
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As in Chvatal and Sbihi [5], a graph will be called peculiar if it can be obtained 
as follows. Begin with a complete graph K whose set of vertices is split into pairwise 
disjoint nonempty sets A,, B,, A,, B,, A3, B,. Then, for each i= 1,2,3, remove at 
least one edge with one endpoint in Aj and the other endpoint in B;+, (here, as 
usual, subscript 4 is interpreted as 1). Finally, add pairwise disjoint nonempty cliques 
K, , K,, K3 and, for each i = 1,2,3, make each vertex in Kj adjacent to all the vertices 
in K- (A,U B;). 
Claim 1.1. If G is peculiar then it is perfectly orderable. 
Proof. Writing Go = G - (K, U K2 U K,), note that Go is the complement of a bipar- 
tite graph, and hence perfectly orderable. In addition, each Ki is a singleton, for 
otherwise G would contain twins. Finally, observe that a perfect orientation of G 
can be obtained from any perfect orientation of Go by directing each edge xy with 
y outside G, towards y. 0 
Claim 1.2. If G contains no hole of length at least six then it is peculiar. 
Proof. In their Section 5, Chvatal and Sbihi [5] proved (even though not quite 
stated) the following result: “If a claw-free graph with no hole of length at least five 
and no odd antihole has no clique-cutset hen it is either the complement of a bi- 
partite graph or a peculiar graph.” 0 
Claims 1.1 and 1.2 allow us to assume that G contains a hole of length at least 
six; we shall maintain this assumption throughout the remainder of this section. 
We are going to prove that the set of vertices of G partitions into certain sets 
(Claim 1.7) with k even and at least six. Each Qi is a clique (Claim 1 .ll); two 
distinct cliques in the cyclic sequence Q,, Q2, . . . , Qk, Q, are joined by at least one 
edge if and only if they are consecutive in this cyclic sequence (Claim 1.12). The 
edges that join consecutive cliques are distributed in a special way: for each i, at least 
one of Qj_, U Qi and Q; U Qi+, (with subscript arithmetic modulo k) is a clique 
(Claims 1.9 and 1.10); if x, y are distinct vertices in the same Qi then one of X, y 
dominates the other (Claim 1.16). Vertices in S are pairwise nonadjacent (Claim 
1.14); for each vertex x in S there is a subscript i such that the neighbourhood of 
x is QiUQi+lUQi+xUQi+4 (Claim 1.15) and both QiUQi+i, Q;+sUQi+b are 
cliques (Claims 1.13 and 1.9); all these subscripts have the same parity (Claim 1.18) 
and no two of them differ by precisely 2 (Claim 1.17). 
Claim 1.3. Some hole of length at least six dominates G. 
Proof. We propose to show that every longest hole dominates G. For this purpose, 
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assume the contrary: some longest hole H does not dominate G. Let Q be any con- 
nected component of the graph induced in G by all the vertices outside H that have 
no neighbour in H; let C be the set of all the vertices outside Q that have at least 
one neighbour in Q. Since C is a cutset separating H from Q, it is not a clique; thus 
it includes nonadjacent vertices u1 and 02. Trivially, there is a chordless path 
b,b2... b, such that b, = ul, b2= ~2, and all bj with 1 <j<s are in Q. Let Nj denote 
the set of neighbours of Uj in H. Note that each Nj is a clique (else Uj, its neighbour 
in Q, and two nonadjacent vertices in Nj would form a claw) consisting of two ver- 
tices (if Nj consisted of a singleton w then w, its two neighbours in H, and Uj would 
form a claw), that N, #N2 (else there would be a claw on a vertex in N,, its neigh- 
bour in H- Ni, and ui, u2), and that Ni tl N2#0 (otherwise the graph induced in 
G by Hand b,b2.,. b, would either be an odd refinement of F, or Fz or else con- 
tain an odd hole). But then bl b2... b, and H minus the common neighbour of ui 
and u2 induce in G a hole longer than H, a contradiction. 0 
From now on, we let H denote a hole of length at least six which dominates G. 
The vertices of H in their natural cyclic order will be enumated as wl, w2, .. . , wk 
with subscripts arithmetic modulo k (so that wk+ f = w1 and so on). 
Claim 1.4. For every vertex x outside H there is a subscript i such that the set of 
neighbours O~X in His {w;,w;+~) or {~;,wi+l,Wi+2} or {Wi,Wi+l,Wi+3rWi+4). 
Proof. If x is adjacent to some Wj then it must be adjacent to at least one of Wj_1 
and Wj+i (else WjWj_1Wj+1 x would be a claw); furthermore, x cannot have three 
pairwise nonadjacent neighbours (else x would be the center of a claw). From these 
observations and from Claim 1.3, it follows that the set of neighbours of x in His 
{ Wi, Wi+l} for some i or {Wi, Wi+ly Wi+2} f or some i, or it consists of four distinct 
vertices Wi, Wi+l, Wj, Wj+l for some i and j. In the last case, if i and j have the 
same parity then the graph F induced in G by H and x contains an odd hole; if i 
and j have different parities then F is an odd refinement of F3 unless j = i + 3 or 
i=j+3. q 
We shall refer to each vertex outside H as a 2-vertex, a 3-vertex, or a 4-vertex 
according to the number of its neighbours in H. 
Claim 1.5. Let x be a 2-vertex adjacent to Wi and Wi+ 1. If yx E E, y $ H, and yWi $ E 
then y is a 3-vertex adjacent to Wi+ 1, Wi+2, Wi+3. 
Proof. If y is a 2-vertex then the graph induced by H along with x and y either 
contains an odd hole or is an odd refinement of Fl. If y is a 3-vertex then y, x 
and the two nonadjacent neighbours of y in H form a claw unless y is adjacent to 
Wi+i, Wi+2, w~+~. If y is a 4-vertex then y, x and some two nonadjacent neighbours 
of y (both distinct from Wi+l) form a claw. q 
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Claim 1.6. For every 2-vertex x adjacent to wi and Wi+,, precisely one of the 
following two statements holds true: 
(a) x has a neighbour outside H nonadjacent o Wi, 
(b) x has a neighbour outside H nonadjacent o wi+, . 
Proof. First, let us derive a contradiction from the assumption that (a) and (b) are 
both false. Since x is not a simplicial vertex, it must have two nonadjacent neigh- 
bours, say y and z. Since y and z are nonadjacent neighbours of x, at least one of 
them is outside H, say y 6 H. Now, since (a) and (b) are both false, y is adjacent 
to both Wi and Wi+i. It follows that z$H, and so z is also adjacent to both Wi and 
Wi+ , . To avoid a claw on Wi+ 1 Wi+2yZ, at least one of y and z must be adjacent to 
wi+29 say ZWi+z~E. Now z is a 3-vertex; in particular, ZWi_, $E. Next, to avoid a 
claw on Wi Wi_ ryz, we must have yWi_ 1 E E. NOW y is also a 3-vertex, and SO 
WI . . . Wi_lyXZWi+2 .*f Wk 
is an odd hole, a contradiction. 
Now let us derive a contradiction from the assumption that (a) and (b) are both 
true; x has neighbours y and z outside H such that ywi$ E and ZWi+ , $ E. By Claim 
1.5, y is a 3-vertex adjacent to Wi+,, Wi+2, Wi+3 and .z is a 3-vertex adjacent to 
Wi-2, Wi-1, Wie Since yWi+lWi+32 is not a claw, y and z, are nonadjacent. But then 
wi . . . Wi_2zXyWi+J **. Wk 
is an odd hole, a contradiction. 0 
With each j=l,2,..., k we shall associate a set Qj of vertices of G: this set con- 
sists of Wj along with 
- all the 2-vertices x adjacent to Wj_, and Wj such that some 3-vertex is adjacent 
to x9 wj9 wj+19 Wj+Z, 
- all the 2-vertices x adjacent to Wj and Wj+ I such that some 3-vertex is adjacent 
t0 29 Wj-2, Wj_1, Wj, 
- all the 3-vertices adjacent to Wj_ 1, Wj, Wj+, . 
In addition, we shall let S denote the set of all the 4-vertices in G. 
Claim 1.7. Each vertex of G belongs to precisely one of Q,, Qz, . . . , Qk, S. 
Proof. Straightforward from Claims 1.4, 1.6 and 1.5. 0 
A key notion in our argument is a clssification of the edges of H taken from 
Chvatal and Sbihi [5]. For each j= 1,2, . . . , k let us set 
l j E Si if there are nonadjacent vertices Xj and yj such that Xj is a 3-vertex adja- 
cent to Wj_1, Wj, Wj+l and yj is a 3-vertex adjacent to Wj, Wj+,, Wj+z, 
l je S2 if there are adjacent vertices Xj and yj such that Xj is a 2-vertex adjacent 
to Wj_1, Wj and y is a 3-vertex adjacent to Wj, Wj+l, Wj+z, 
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l j E S3 if there are adjacent vertices Xj and yj such that Xj is a 3-vertex adjacent 
to wj-l,wjvwj+l and _Y is a 2-vertex adjacent to Wj+i, Wj+z. 
We shall say that Wj Wj+ 1 is special if je Si US, U S,; all the remaining edges 
Wj Wj+ 1 will be called normal. 
Claim 1.8. Each normal edge is contained in a unique maximal clique of G. 
Proof. Even though this is a special case of Claim 1 of Chvatal and Sbihi [3], we 
repeat the argument here. Consider any edge WjWj+ 1 that extends to triangles 
WjWj+1x and WjWj+l_Y such that x and Y are nonadjacent. TO avoid a claw on 
WjWj_ ~XY, at least one of x and Y must be adjacent to Wj_ 1, say XWj_ 1 E E. NOW x 
is a 3-vertex; in particular, XWj+zaE. TO avoid a claw on Wj+i Wj+2XY, we must 
have YWj+z E E. Now y is also a 3-vertex, and so j E S,. 0 
Claim 1.9. If Wj Wj+ 1 is a normal edge then Qj U Qj+ 1 is a clique. 
Proof. By virtue of Claim 1.8, we only need prove that each vertex x in Qj U Qj+ 1 
other than Wj and Wj+i is adjacent both to Wj and Wj+,. For this purpose, assume 
the contrary, say XWj+ 1 $ E. Since x E Qj U Qj+ 1, it follows that x is a 2-vertex adja- 
cent to Wj_1, Wj and that some 3-vertex _Y is adjacent to X, Wj, Wj+i, Wj+z. Thus 
j E S2, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 1.10. No two special edges share a vertex. 
Proof. This is a special case of Claim 5 of Chvatal and Sbihi [5]; we shall repeat 
the argument, transposed to a slightly different context, in our justification of 
Claim 2.19. 0 
Claim 1.11. Each Qj is a clique. 
Proof. At least one of the eges Wj_ 1 Wj, WjWj+ 1 is normal by Claim 1.10, and so the 
desired conclusion follows from Claim 1.9. 0 
Claim 1.12. If xEQi, yeQj and xyeE thenj=i- 1 or j=i or j=i+ 1. 
Proof. We may assume that both x and y are outside H (otherwise the desired con- 
clusion is trivial) and hence distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1: x is a 2-vertex. Symmetry allows us to assume that XWi E E, xwj+ 1 E E. 
Now ywi E E (else Claim 1.5 implies that x E Qi+ 1, a contradiction) and the desired 
conclusion follows. 
Case 2: Both x and y are 3-vertices. Since xwi_, wi+,y is not a claw, j must be 
one of i - 2, i- 1, i, i+ 1, i + 2; hence symmetry allows us to assume that j is one 
of i, i+l, i+2. If j=i+2 then 
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WI w2 . . . wi_1xyw;+3 . . . Wk 
is an odd hole, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 1.13. If a 4-vertex is adjacent to wi, wi+l, Wi+3, Wi+4 then both WiWi+l and 
wi+3 wi+4 are normal edges. 
Proof. By symmetry, we only need prove that Wi Wi+ 1 is normal. Assuming the con- 
trary, we let z denote the 4-vertex and distinguish among three cases. 
Case 1: i E S1. We must have XiZ E E (else wi+ 1 Wi+ 2xiZ is a claw) and yiz E E (else 
WiWi_,yiz is a claw). But then WiyiWi+3 is a claw, a contradiction. 
Case 2: i E S2. We must have y/Z E E (else Wi Wi_ iyiZ is a claw) and XiZ $ E (else 
Giwi+lwi+3 is a claw). But then yixiZWi+a is a claw, a contradiction. 
Case 3: iE S,. We must have XiZ E E (else Wi+ 1 Wi+zXiZ is a claw) and yiZ$ E (else 
zyi wi wi+3 is a claw). But then Xi Wi_ lZyi is a claw, a contradiction. q 
Claim 1.14. No two 4-vertices are adjacent. 
Proof. Assuming the contrary, consider adjacent 4-vertices x and y such that x is 
adjacent to Wi, Wi+ 1, Wi+3, Wi+4 and Y is adjacent to Wj, w]+ I, Wj+3, Wj+4. Since X, _Y, 
one of Wi, Wi+i and one of Wi+3, Wi+4 do not form a claw, j must be one of i-3, 
i, i+ 3. Symmetry allows us to distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1: j = i. Since x and y are not twins, some vertex z is adjacent to precisely 
one of them, say w E E and zy $ E. Since zy $ E, Claims 1.13 and 1.8 guarantee that 
z is adjacent to at most one of Wi, Wi+ 1 and to at most one of Wi+3, Wi+4. But then 
X, z, one of Wi, Wi+i and one of Wi+s, Wi+4 form a claw, a contradiction. 
Case 2: j= i+3. We may assume that kf6 (otherwise we are back in Case 1). But 
then Wi+itWi+2,...,wi+6 and x, y induce an F4, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 1.15. For each 4-vertex  there is a subscript i such that the set of neighbours 
of x is Qi’JQi+lUQi+3UQ;+4* 
Proof. Let x be a 4-vertex adjacent to Wi, Wi+,, Wi+3, Wi+4. By Claims 1.13 and 1.9, 
each of QiUQi+I and Qi+3’JQi+4 is a clique; by Claims 1.13 and 1.8, each of 
WiWi+ 1and wi+3wi+4 extends into a unique maximal clique of G; it follows that x 
is adjacent to all the vertices in Qi U Qi+, U Qi+3 U Qi+4. TO show that all the neigh- 
bours of x come from Qi U Qi+, U Qi+3 U Qi+4, consider an arbitrary neighbour y 
of x. If y EHthen trivially y is one of wi, Wi+l, w~+~, w;+~; by Claim 1.14, y is not 
a 4-vertex. If y is a 2-vertex or a 3-vertex then y must be adjacent to both Wi, wi+ , 
or to both w~+~, wi+4 (else there would be a claw on x, y, one of Wi, Wi+ 1 and one 
of Wi+s, wi+4), and SOYEQ~UQ;+~UQ~+~UQ~+~. IJ 
Claim 1.16. If x, _Y are distinct vertices in the same Qj fhen one of x, y dominates 
the other. 
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Proof. Say that x has at least as many neighbours as y; we propose to show that 
x dominates y. For this purpose, assume the contrary: some w is adjacent to y and 
not to x. Since x has at least as many neighbours as y, some o is adjacent to x and 
not to y. By Claims 1.7 and 1.12, u and w come from Qj_1 U Qj U Qj+ 1 US; by 
Claim 1.15, we have ug S and ~6 S. By Claim 1.10, at least one of the edges 
Wj-1 Wj and WjWj+l is normal; symmetry allows us to assume that Wj_, Wj is normal. 
NOW Claim 1.9 guarantees that Qj_ 1 U Qj is a clique, and SO U, WE Qj+ I. Since 
QjUQj+l is not a clique, Claims 1.9 and 1.10 guarantee that Qj+, U Qj+l is a cli- 
que. But then the hole xywo and the path 
induce an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. El 
Claim 1.17. There are no 4-vertices x and y such that x is adjacent to wi, w~+~, 
wi+39 wi+4 and y is adjacent l0 Wi+2, Wi+3, Wi+s, w;+(j. 
Proof. If there were such vertices then the two triangles XWiW;+l and yWi+2Wi+3 
along with the path 
would induce an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 1.18. There are no 4-vertices x and y such that x is adjacent to wi, wi+,, 
Wi+3r wi+4 and y is adjacent to wj, wj+ 1, wj+3, wj+q with the parity of j different 
from the parity of i. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. If j=i+ 1 then wi+ ,, w~+~, Wi+3, w~+~,x,Y induce an 
F1, a contradiction; if j = i + 3 then w. I+ 3~i+2xy is a claw, a contradiction. Thus we 
may assume that {wi, Wi+l, Wi+2, Wi+3, Wi+4} and (Wj, wj+I, wj+2, wj+3, wj+4} are 
disjoint. But then Wi+l ~i+2 . . . wj+3 and x, y induce an odd refinement of F,, a 
contradiction. q 
By now we have gathered enough information about the structure of G to con- 
struct a perfect orientation of G. Claim 1.18 allows us to assume that i is odd 
whenever some 4-vertex is adjacent to Wi,Wi+l,Wj+3, Wi+4. Orient each edge XY 
with XEQj, YEQj_1UQj+l such that j is even from x to y; orient each edge with 
both endpoints in the same Qj away from the endpoint x that dominates the other 
endpoint y (note that y does not dominate x in this case since x and y are not twins); 
orient each edge xy with XE S from x to y. To verify that the resulting orientation 
of G is perfect, consider an arbitrary chordless path with four vertices in G. It is 
a routine matter to verify that this path has the form x1x2x3x4 with X2E Qj, 
xlEQj-~UQj+l for some even j, or x1,x2 E Qj for some j, or x2 ES; in all three 
cases, the edge x,x2 is oriented from x2 to x1. 
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2. When G has a clique-cutset 
Throughout this section, we assume that G has a clique-cutset. 
We are going to prove that G has a path-like structure reminiscent of the cycle-like 
structure from the preceding section except for additional complications at the two 
extremities of the path. To begin, there are an odd number of cliques Qr, Qz, . . . , Qk 
(Claim 2.20); two distinct cliques in this (linear) sequence are joined by at least one 
edge if and only if they are consecutive in the sequence (Claim 2.21). The edges that 
joint consecutive cliques are distributed in a special way: for each i with 2 I ir k - 1, 
at least one of Qi_, U Qi and Qi U Qi+, is a clique (Claims 2.18 and 2.19); if x, y 
are distinct vertices in the same Qi with 25 is/c- 1 then one of x, y dominates the 
other (Claim 2.27). Next, there is a set S of pairwise nonadjacent vertices (Claim 
2.23); for each vertex x in S there is a subscript i such that the neighbourhood of 
x is QiUQi+,UQi+~UQi+4 (Claim 2.24) and both QiUQi+r, Qi+jUQ;+A are 
cliques (Claims 2.22 and 2.18); all these subscripts are odd (Claim 2.13) and no two 
of them differ by precisely 2 (Claim 2.29). Finally, there are certain subgraphs H, , 
H, of G. With N; standing for the neighbourhood of Hi, we have Qr c N, , Qk c N2, 
but the sets 
are pairwise disjoint and their union is the set of vertices of G (Claim 2.16). Each Ni 
is a clique (Claim 2.10) and its neighbourhood Ci in Hi is a clique that dominates 
Hi (Claim 2.5); each vertex in Ci is Hi-universal or Ni-universal (Claim 2.9). With 
MI = Q, and M2 = Qk, no vertex in N;-AI, has a neighbour outside Hi U Nj (Claim 
2.26) but each vertex in M, has a neighbour outside Hi U Ni U S (Claim 2.25). Each 
H; is the complement of a bipartite graph (Claim 2.4). 
Claim 2.1. G contains no hole of length greater than four. 
Proof. Assume the contrary: G contains a hole HI of length greater than four. 
Since G has a clique-cutset, it is the union of graphs G, and G, whose intersection 
is the clique-cutset C and such that each Gi has at least one vertex outside C. Sym- 
metry allows us to assume that HI is a subgraph of Gr. Since G has no simplicial 
vertex, G2 has no simplicial vertex outside C; a well-known theorem of Dirac [6] 
asserts that a graph containing no hole is a clique or else has two nonadjacent 
simplicial vertices; it follows that G, contains a hole, H2. By assumption, neither 
H, nor Hz is odd; thus we can enumerate all the vertices of HI as ur, u2, . . . , uZr with 
rz 3 and we can enumerate all the vertices of H2 as ur, u2, .. . , u2s with sr2. Note 
that all the common vertices of HI and H,, if any, come from C and that each edge 
with one endpoint in each H, has at least one endpoint in C. 
Case 1: H, and H2 share at least one vertex. Symmetry allows us to assume that 
Us = V3 and u4@ C, V4@ c. NOW we must have U2V4 E E (else usuzu4u4 is a claw) and 
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U2U4 E E (eke u302u4u4 is a claw). Hence u2 # v2 and u2 E C, u2 E C. If u1u2 E E then 
~2~1~103 is a claw; if uIv~@E then ~2~102~4 is a claw. 
Case 2: H, and H2 are vertex-disjoint and each includes two vertices of C. 
Symmetry allows us to assume that u2, u3, u2, u3 E C. Since the union of H, and H2 
does not include an odd refinement of F4 in G, there is an edge uiuj other than 
u2v2, uzu3, u302, u3v3* 
Subcase 2.1: There is an edge uiuj with i = 2 or 3 and j#2,3. Symmetry allows 
us to assume that u3uj~ E for some j distinct from 2, 3, 4. Now we must have first 
U32.44 E E (else u3U403Uj iS a Claw), then U2O4 E E (eke u3u2U4u4 iS a ClaW) and V2U4 E E 
(else uJu2n4u4 is a claw), and finally n2u1 EE (else U2U1U4u2 is a claw). But then 
u2u1z41u4 is a claw, a contradiction. 
Subcase 2.2: There is an edge uiUj with j=2 or 3 and i#2,3. Symmetry allows 
us to assume that Uiu2E E for some i distinct from 2, 3, 4. Now we must have 
u3ul EE (else u~U~U~DI is a claw), and so we find ourselves in Subcase 2.1 again. 
Case 3: H, and H2 are vertex-disjoint and there is at least one edge UiVj. (This 
case subsumes Case 2.) Symmetry allows us to assume that ~2~3 EE. To avoid a 
claw on u2ul u3u3, we must have u3u3 EE or ur u3 E E; symmetry allows us to assume 
that u3v3 E E. TO avoid a claw on u302u4u2, we must have u2u2 EE or ~4~2 E E; sym- 
metry allows us to assume that u2u2 EE. 
Subcase 3.1: U3D2 $ E. We must have U2V4 E E (else usu2u,$us is a claw) and U1 u2 E E 
(else u2uI~3~z is a claw). Since at least one of ur and o2 is in C, we have u3$ C. 
Hence u3, a4 E C, and so u2 $ C; in turn, ul, u2 E C. Thus we find ourselves in Case 
2 again. 
Subcase 3.2: u3v2~E. If there is no edge UiVj with i#2,3 and j#2,3 then we 
argue precisely as in Case 2; hence we may assume that there is such an edge. Now 
Ui must be adjacent to at least one of Vj_i, Vj+l (to avoid a claw on UjDj_ rUj+r~i) 
and vj must be adjacent to at least one of ui_ r, ui+ 1 (to avoid a claw on 
u~u~_,u~+~ uj). Note that C includes both u2, u3 or both u2, u3. In the former case, 
uie C, and so each neighbour of Ui in H2 is in C; in the latter case, Vi@ C, and SO 
each neighbour of vj in H, is in C. Thus we find ourselves in Case 2 again. 
Case 4: H, and H2 are vertex-disjoint and there is no edge uiVj. Since G is con- 
nected, there is a path wr w2 . . . w, with kr 1 such that w1 has at least one neighbour 
in H, and wk has at least one neighbour in H2; consider such a path with k as small 
as possible. Note that the neighbours of w1 in H, are two consecutive vertices of HI 
(else wr or its unique neighbour in HI would be the center of a claw); similarly, the 
neighbours of wk in H2 are two consecutive vertices of H2. But then H:, H2 and 
w1, w2, ***, wk induce in G an odd refinement of F6, F5 or F7, a contradiction. 0 
If a graph H has a clique-cutset C then it is the union of graphs HI, H2 whose 
intersection is C and such that each Hi has at least one vertex outside C. If the 
clique-cutset C is minimal then we shall call the pair (H,, H2) a wing-pair of H and 
we shall call each of HI, H2 a wing of H; if, in addition, HI has no clique-cutset 
the we shall call HI a tip of H and we shall call C a hinge of HI. 
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Claim 2.2. If H is a connected claw-free graph then each wing of H contains a tip 
of H. 
Proof. Let (H,, Hz) be a wing-pair of H; write C= HI flH2. To prove that HI con- 
tains a tip of H, we shall use induction on the number of vertices in H, . If HI has 
no clique-cutset hen it is a tip of H and we are done; else there is a wing-pair 
(H,,,H,,) of H1; write C1=H,lr‘lH,Z. Trivially, at least one of H,, - C, and 
HI2 - C, includes no vertex of C; hence C, is a cutset of H. In addition, C$Z C, 
(else any vertex in C and its three neighbours in H,, - Cl, HIZ - C, and Hz- C, 
respectively, would form a claw); it follows that C, is a minimal cutset of H. Thus 
one of H,,, HI2 is a wing of H; by the induction hypothesis, it contains a tip of 
H. 0 
Claim 2.3. If a connected claw-free graph H contains two disjoint clique-c&sets 
then it contains two vertex-disjoint ips. 
Proof. Let Ci, C, be disjoint minimal clique-cutsets in H. There are wing-pairs 
(Hl1, H,,) and (Hzl, Hz2) of H such that H,, fl HI2 = C,, Hz1 n Hz2 = C,. Symmetry 
allows us to assume that C, c HI2 and Ci 5 Hz,. Now HI,, Hz2 are vertex-disjoint 
and the desired conclusion follows from Claim 2.2. 0 
Claim 2.4. Each tip of G is the complement of a bipartite graph. 
Proof. Let H be the tip of G and let C be its hinge; since G is connected, C is non- 
empty. By Claim 2.1, H contains no hole of length greater than four. Hence, by the 
result of Chvatal and Sbihi [5] referred to in the justification of Claim 1.2, H is 
either the complement of a bipartite graph or a peculiar graph. It is a routine exer- 
cise to verify that each nonempty clique C in a peculiar graph includes a vertex x 
that has nonadjacent neighbours y and z outside C; it follows that H cannot be 
peculiar (for then x, y, .z and a neighbour of x outside H would form a claw). 0 
Our next aim is to show that G contains two vertex-disjoint ips. For this purpose, 
we first establish two auxiliary claims. 
Claim 2.5. Let (G,, G,) be a wing-pair in G; set C=G, fl G,. If C does not 
dominate G, then G1 has a clique-c&set disjoint from C. 
Proof. Let Q be any component of the graph induced in G, by all the vertices out- 
side C that have no neighbour in C; let D be the set of all the vertices of Gi - Q 
that have a neighbour in Q. Trivially, Cfl D = 0 and D is a cutset of Gi ; thus we 
only need derive a contradiction from the assumption that D includes a pair of non- 
adjacent vertices, say u and o. 
Since u is outside Q and has a neighbour in Q, it must have a neighbour ui in 
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C; similarly, u has a neighbour u1 in C. Note that u and u have a common neigh- 
bour in C (such a common neighbour would be the center of a claw that includes 
U, u and a vertex in Gz- C); in particular, u1 #ul and uululu is a chordless path. 
Trivially, there is a path uwt w2.. . wAu with wl, w2, . . . , wk E Q; a shortest such path 
is chordless and its union with uul u1 u is a hole of length at least five, contradicting 
Claim 2.1. 0 
Claim 2.6. Let H be a claw-free graph whose set of vertices is partitioned into pair- 
wise disjoint cliques R,, R,, C in such a way that no edge of H has one endpoint 
in R, and the other endpoint in RZ. Let Hi denote the subgraph of H induced by 
Ri U C. If neither Hl nor H2 has a clique-cutset then H is the complement of a bi- 
partite graph. 
Proof. Let Ci denote the set of all Ri-universal vertices in C. Since R, U Cl and 
R2 U C2 are cliques, we only need derive a contradiction from the assumption that 
some vertex x in C belongs to neither Cl nor C,. Let N denote the set of all neigh- 
bouts of x in R, and let A4 denote the set of all N-universal vertices in C except x. 
Note that MU N is a clique, that N# R, (since x6 Cl), and that Mz C (since 
xe M). Since Hl has no clique-cutset, it follows that some vertex u1 in R1 -N is ad- 
jacent to some vertex wl in C-M; since u, $N, we have w1 #x. Since w1 $A4 and 
w1 fx, some vertex u1 in N is nonadjacent to wl, 
To summarize, there are vertices ut, ul, w1 such that ul, u1 E RI, w1 E C, u,x~E, 
ulxeE, u1 w1 $E, u1 w1 EE. By symmetry, there are vertices u2, u2, w2 such that 
u2, u2 E R2, w2 E C, u2x E E, u2x $ E, u2 w2 $ E, u2 w2 E E. To avoid a claw on xul w1 1.4~) 
we must have w,u2 E E (in particular, w1 # w2). Next, to avoid a claw on w1 u1 w2u2, 
we must have u1 w2 E E. But then w2ulxu2 is a claw, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 2.7. G contains two vertex-disjoint ips. 
Proof. By Claim 2.2, G has at least two tips. To put it differently, there are wing- 
pairs (G,,, Gr2) and (Gzl, G22) of G such that Gll, GZ2 are distinct and neither of 
them has a clique-cutset. Write Cl = Cl1 fl Gt2, C2= Gzl n Gz2, and Ri= Gii- Ci. 
Case 1: Cl = C2. Setting C= Cl = C,, note that G - C has precisely two com- 
ponents (else there would be a claw on any vertex in C and its three neighbours in 
three distinct components of G - C), and so G,z = GZ2, G,, = Cl,. We may assume 
that at least one of R,, R2 is not a clique (otherwise Claim 2.6 guarantees that G 
is the complement of a bipartite graph, a contradiction); thus symmetry allows us 
to assume that R, includes nonadjacent vertices u1 and u2. Let Nj denote the set of 
neighbours of ui in C. By Claim 2.5, C dominates Gll, and so both Ni are non- 
empty; in addition, Nl and N2 are disjoint (otherwise G would contain a claw con- 
sisting of a vertex in N1 fl N2, its neighbour in R2 and ul, u2) and their union is C 
(since Gll, being the complement of a bipartite graph by Claim 2.4, contains no 
three pairwise nonadjacent vertices). 
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Now consider an arbitrary vertex w in R,. By Claim 2.5, C dominates Gz2, and 
so w has a neighbour in C; symmetry allows us to assume that w has a neighbour 
u in Ni. Now w must be N,-universal (to avoid a claw on u, ul, w and a vertex in 
A$); in turn, w must be N,-universal (to avoid a claw on a vertex in N2, u2, w and 
a vertex in Nr). Since w was arbitrary, we conclude that all the vertices in R, are 
C-universal. 
Finally, R2 must be a clique, for otherwise any vertex in C, its neighbour in R, 
and two nonadjacent vertices in R2 form a claw. But then all the vertices in R, are 
simplicial, a contradiction, 
Case 2: C, #C,. Writing C= C, fl C,, we may assume that C#0 (else we are 
done by Claim 2.3). Since Ci and C2 are minimal clique-cutsets, each C;- C is 
nonempty. Note that Gi, n Gz2 = C. 
Let x be an arbitrary vertex in R,. We may assume that x has a neighbour y in 
C (else C2 does not dominate G,, and we are done by Claims 2.5 and 2.3). Now x 
must be (C, - C)-universal (to avoid a claw on y, its neighbour in R,, x and a 
vertex in C, - C). Since x was arbitrary, we conclude that all the vertices in R, are 
(C, - C)-universal. Next R, must be a clique (to avoid a claw on a vertex in Ci - C, 
its neighbour outside Gri and two nonadjacent vertices in R,). Thus R, U (C, - C) 
is a clique; by symmetry, R2 U (C, - C) is also a clique. 
Now let H denote the subgraph of G induced by R, U R2 U C and let Hi denote 
the subgraph of G induced by Ri U C. If Hi had a clique-cutset D then D U (Ci - C) 
would be a clique-cutset in Gii, a contradiction. Thus the hypothesis of Claim 2.6 
is satisfied; by this claim, the set of vertices of N splits into two disjoint cliques; 
we may label these cliques A, and A, in such a way that Ric A,. Thus the set of 
vertices of G,, U G2Z splits into two cliques, A, U (C, - C) and A, U (C2 - C). 
Hence G, being not the complement of a bipartite graph, must have a vertex w 
outside Gt, U Gz2. Note that w has no neighbour in C (otherwise this neighbour y, 
a neighbour of y in R,, a neighbour of y in R, and w would form a claw); if w has 
no neighbour in Ci -C either then C, does not dominate Gi2 and we are done by 
Claims 2.5 and 2.3. Thus we may assume that w has a neighbour u in C, -C. If 
some vertex x in R, is nonadjacent to some vertex y in C then there is a claw on 
u, x, y, w, a contradiction; else all vertices in R, are simplicial, a contradiction 
again. 0 
We go on with four claims concerning tips of G. 
Claim 2.8. Let H be a tip of G and let C be a hinge of H. Then H contains a hole 
of length four with two vertices in C and two vertices outside C. 
Proof. Let x be a vertex in H- C with the smallest number of neighbours in C. Since 
x is not simplicial, it has two nonadjacent neighbours, y and z. 
Case 1: y E C, z $ C. Since z has at least as many neighbours in C as x, some vertex 
w in C is adjacent to z and not to x. The desired hole is wyxz. 
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Case 2: y $ C, z $ C. By Claim 2.5, C dominates H, hence y has a neighbour u 
in C; note that u is not adjacent to z (to avoid a claw on o, its neighbour outside 
H and y, z). By symmetry, some w in C is adjacent to z and not to y. Since uyxzw 
is not a hole, x is adjacent to at least one of u and w. But then we are back in Case 
1. 0 
Claim 2.9. Let H be a tip of G and let C be a hinge of H. If w is a vertex outside 
H with at least one neighbour in H then ail the vertices in C that are not adjacent 
to w are H-universal. 
Proof. Let N denote the set of all neighbours of w in C; set M= C-N. By assump- 
tion, Nf 0; since we only need prove that all vertices in A4 are H-universal, we may 
assume that Mf0. Partition the set of vertices of H- C into A, the set of M- 
universal vertices, and B, the set of the remaining vertices in H- C. We only need 
prove that B=0. 
For this purpose, note first that A UM is a clique (else any vertex in M, its 
neighbour outside Hand two nonadjacent vertices in A would form a claw). If B # 0 
then, since H has no clique-cutset, there must be an edge xy with XE N, y E B; by 
definition, some vertex z in Mis not adjacent toy. But then xyzw is a claw, a contra- 
diction. 0 
Claim 2.10. Let H be a tip of G and let N be the set of all vertices outside H that 
have at least one neighbour in H. Then N is a clique. 
Proof. Let C be a hinge of H. By Claim 2.8, C includes a vertex u which is not H- 
universal; by Claim 2.9, all the vertices in N are adjacent to u. If N includes non- 
adjacent vertices wi, w2 then u, its neighbour in H- C and wi, w2 would form a 
claw, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 2.11. If H,, H2 are vertex-disjoint tips in G then no edge of G joins a vertex 
of H, to a vertex of H2. 
Proof. Let C; denote a hinge of Hi. By Claim 2.8, each Hi contains a hole UiUiXi_Yi 
with ui, Ui E Ci and Xi, yie Ci. If G has an edge ~1~2 with WOE Hi then trivially 
WiE C,. Now Claim 2.9 with w = w2 implies w2u1, w2u1 E E; then Claim 2.9 with 
w = u1 implies u1u2, u1 u2 E E and Claim 2.9 with w = ui implies u1u2, u, u2 E: E. Thus 
ul, ui, x1, y,, u2, u2, x2, y2 induce an F4, a contradiction. 0 
Throughout the remainder of this section, we let H1 and H2 denote some two 
vertex-disjoint tips of H; we let Ci denote a hinge of Hi and we let H,? denote a hole 
of length four with two vertices in Ci and two vertices in Hi- Ci. By a cable, we 
shall mean any chordless path w, w2 . . . wk with k L 1 in G - (H, U H2) such that w1 
is the only Wj with a neighbour in H1 and such that wk is the only Wj with a neigh- 
bour in H2. Since G is connected and by Claim 2.11, there is a cable. 
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Claim 2.12. Some cable dominates G - (H, U Hz). 
Proof. We propose to show that every longest cable dominates G - (HI U H,). For 
this purpose, assume the contrary: some longest cable wl w2 . . . IV, does not dominate 
G - (HI U H2). Choose a vertex w. in HP fl C, and a vertex w,, 1 in Hi fl C,. By 
Claim 2.9, wt wOeE and wx-wk+r EE; thus w. wl . . . wk+r is a chordless path. Now 
write P = { w,, wl, . . . , wki I}. By assumption, some vertex w outside H, U H2 U P is 
adjacent to no Wj with 1 rjrk; Claim 2.10 implies that wwoeE and wwk+, $ E. 
Let Q be any connected component of the graph induced in G by all the vertices 
outside H, U H2 U P that have no neighbour in P; by Claim 2.10 again, no vertex 
in Q has a neighbour in H, U H2. Let C be the set of all the vertices outside Q that 
have at least one neighbour in Q. 
Case 1: C is not a clique. Now C includes nonadjacent vertices ut and v2. Trivially, 
there are chordless paths a, a2.. . a, and bl b2.. . b, such that a, = b1 = u, , a, = 6, = v2, 
all aj with 1 <j<r are in P, and all bj with 1 <j<s are in Q. Since the union of 
these two paths is a hole, we must have T=S= 3. Let NJ denote the set of neigh- 
bours of uj in P. Note that each Nj is a clique (else Uj, b2 and two nonadjacent 
vertices in Nj would form a claw) consisting of two vertices (if Nj consisted of a 
singleton wi then 15 ir k by Claim 2.10, and wiwi_ , Wi+ , ui would be a claw), that 
N, # N2 (else there would be a claw on ut u2 Wi wi+ , for some i) and that N, tl N2 # 0 
(since a2 EN, fl NJ. Hence symmetry allows us to assume that N, = { Wi_ ,, Wi} and 
N2={wi, Wi+t) for someisuch that lsisk-1. If i=l then, byClaim2.9, wlr ul, 
b2, u2 and fl induce in G an F4, a contradiction; if ir2 then 
w,w2... Wi_,V,b202Wi+,...Wk 
is a cable (in particular, Claim 2.9 guarantees that neither Uj has a neighbour in 
H, U Hz) and maximality of k is contradicted. 
Case 2: C is a clique. Since C is a minimal cutset separating P from Q and since 
G- C has precisely two components (else there would be a claw on any vertex in 
C and its three neighbours in three distinct components of G - C), we conclude that 
C is a minimal cutset in G. Hence Claim 2.2 guarantees that G has a tip H3 vertex- 
disjoint from H, U H2 U P; by Claim 2.11, no edge of G joins a vertex in H3 to a 
vertex in HI U H,. Let C, be a hinge of r-I,; by Claim 2.8, there is a hole Ht of 
length four with two vertices in C’s and two vertices in H3 - C,. Let Go be a smallest 
connected induced subgraph of G that contains HP, Ht, Ht and P. It is a routine 
matter to verify that Go contains an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. 0 
From now on, we let wt w2 . . . wk denote a cable that dominates G - (H, U H,). 
We choose a vertex w. in HFn C1, choose a vertex wk+, in Hifl C, and set 
P={we,wr ,..., ,‘++I}. Note that Wow,.,. Wk+, is a chordless path and that k is odd 
(else HP U Ht U P would induce in G an odd refinement of Fs). 
The subsequent analysis of G resembles the analysis in the preceding section; the 
role played by H there is played by P here. Claim 2.13 is like Claim 1.4, Claim 2.14 
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is like Claim 1.5 and so on until Claim 2.24, which is like Claim 1.15. In addition, 
Claim 2.27 is like Claim 1.16 and Claim 2.29 is like Claim 1.17. 
Claim 2.13. For every vertex x outside HI U Hz U P there is a subscript i such 
that the set of neighbours of x in P is {Wi, Wi+l} or { wi, Wi+ 1, w~+Z} or 
{wiv wi+l, wi+39 wi+41; in the last case, i is odd. 
Proof. If x is adjacent to some wj with 1 cjl k then it must be adjacent to at least 
one of wj_1 and Wj+i (else WjWj_ iWj+i x would be a claw); furthermore, x cannot 
have three pairwise nonadjacent neighbours (else x would be the center of a claw); 
by Claim 2.10, if x is adjacent to w. then it is adjacent to wi and if it is adjacent 
to wk+ 1 then it is adjacent to wk. From these observations and from Claim 2.12, it 
follows that the set of neighbours of x in P is { Wi, Wi+ 1) for some i or { wi, wi+ i, 
Wi+2) for some i, or {Wi, Wi+l, Wj, Wj+l > for some i and j such that i+ 2cj5 k. In 
the last case, we must have jl i + 3 (else XWi+ , Wi+2.. . wj would be a hole of length 
at least five) and j # i + 2 (else HP and @ along with w, w2 . . . WiXWi+J *o* wk would 
induce in G an odd refinement of F,); thus j = i + 3; now i must be odd, for other- 
wise HP and XWi+ 1Wi+2wi+3 along with ~1~2 . . . Wi would induce in G an F4 (in case 
i= 0) or an odd refinement of F, (in case ir2), a contradiction. El 
We shall refer to each vertex outside H, U H2 UP as a 2-vertex, a 3-vertex, or a 
4-vertex according to the number of its neighbours in P. 
Claim 2.14. Let x be a 2-vertex adjacent to Wi and Wi+ , . If YX E E, y B H, U H2 UP, 
and yWi@E then y is a 3-vertex adjacent to Wi+l, Wi+2, Wi+3. 
Proof. If y is a 2-vertex then the graph induced by HP U H: U P along with x and 
y contains a hole of length at least five or an F4 or an odd refinement of F5. If y 
is a 3-vertex or a 4-vertex then we argue as in the justification of Claim 1.5. 0 
Claim 2.15. For every 2-vertex adjacent to Wi and Wi+, with 1 <is k- 1, precisely 
one of the following two statements holds true: 
(a) x has a neighbour outside HI U H2 U P nonadjacent o Wi, 
(b) x has a neighbour outside HI U H2 U P nonadjacent o Wi+, . 
Proof. First, let us derive a contradiction from the assumption that (a) and (b) are 
both false. Since x is not a simplicial vertex, it must have two nonadjacent neigh- 
bours, say y and z. Since xwo $ E and xw k+ 1 $ E, Claim 2.9 guarantees that x has 
no neighbours in H, U Hz. In particular, y and z are both outside H, U H2. As in 
the justification of Claim 1.6 (with H replaced by P), we may assume that z is a 
3-vertex adjacent to Wi, Wi+i, Wi+2 and that y is a 3-vertex adjacent to wi_r, Wi, Wi+i. 
Hence 
w, . . . wj_lyxzwi+2... wk 
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is a chordless path; this path and HP, Hi induce in G an odd refinement of F,, a 
contradiction, 
Now let us derive a contradiction from the assumption that (a) and (b) are both 
true: x has neighbours y and z outside HI U Ii, UP such that yw,& E and zwi+ I $ E. 
By Claim 2.14, y is a 3-vertex adjacent to wi+ ,, Wi+z, wi+3 and z is a 3-vertex adja- 
cent to PV_~, wi_i, wi. Sinceywi+ ~w~+~z is not a claw, y and z are nonadjacent. But 
then 
WI **. Wj_$X_YWi+3 *.a Wk 
is a chordless path; this path and HP, Hi induce in G an odd refinement of F,, a 
contradiction. 0 
We define sets Qi, Q2, . . . , Qk and S just as we did in the preceding section (be- 
tween Claims 1.6 and 1.7). In addition, we let A$ denote the set of all the vertices 
outside Hi that have at least one neighbour in Hi. 
Claim 2.16. Each vertex of G belongs to precisely one of HI, HZ, Q,, Qz, .. . , Qk, S, 
Nl-Q,,Nz-Qk. 
Proof. Straightforward from Claims 2.13, 2.15, 2.14, and 2.9. 0 
We define sets Si , S2, S3 just as we did in the preceding section (between Claims 
1.7 and 1.8) except that now S, U S2 U S3 is a subset of { 1,2,. . . , k - l> rather than 
{1,2, . . . . k}. We shall say that Wj Wj+ 1 with lljk-1 is special ifjES1US2US3 
and normal otherwise. (Note that wow1 and wk wk+ 1 are neither special nor normal.) 
Claim 2.17. Each normal edge is contained in a unique maximal clique of G. 
Proof. Same as that of Claim 1.8 (except that now 1 <jl k- 1). 0 
Claim 2.18. If Wj w;+ 1 is a normal edge then Qj U Q;+, is a clique. 
Proof. Same as that of Claim 1.9 (except hat now we rely on Claim 2.17 rather than 
Claim 1.8). 0 
Claim 2.19. No two special edges share a vertex. 
Proof. The argument is adapted from Chvatal and Sbihi [5]. We only need derive 
a contradiction for the assumption that, for somej such that 1 rjr k- 2, bothj and 
j + 1 belong to St U S, U Ss. Symmetry allows us to distinguish among six cases. 
Case 1: j E S,, j + 1 E Si. We must have XjYj+ 1 I$ E, for otherwise the chordless 
path 
wi w, . . . wj- lXjYj+ Iwj+3 *** wk 
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along with Hf’ and @ induces an odd refinement of F,. Then we must have 
XjXj+ 1 E E (to avoid a claw on W. J+lXjXj+lJJj+i) and_Yj_vj+iEE (to avoid a claw on 
Wj+ 1yj+lXj_Yj)e In particular, yj#Xj+i, and SO rjXj+ 1 EE to avoid a claw on 
Wj Wj_l_YjXj+l. But then the chordless path 
wiw2 . . . wj- IXjXj+ lYjYj+ 1 wj+3 *** wk 
along with HP and @ induces an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. 
Case2:jES1,_i+1ES2.WemusthaveYjxj+i EE(to avoid aclaw on WjWj_lyjXj+l) 
and XjXj+ 1 E E (to avoid a claw on w. J+i Wj+2XjXj+ 1). But then the chordless path 
wiw2 . . . wj-~xjxj+lyjwj+2... wk 
along with Hf’ and @ induces an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. 
Case 3: ~ESI, j+l~Ss. We must have XjYj+l@E (to avoid a claw on 
XjWj_1 Wj+lYj+l); now XjXj+l EE, for otherwise the chordless path 
wiw2 . . . wj-lxjwj+lxj+l~j+lwj+3~~* wk 
along with HP and Hi induces an odd refinement of F,. In particular, Yj#xj+ 1. 
NOW we must have first yjXj+ 1 E E (to avoid a claw on Wj+zWj+3_YjXj+i) and then 
_Yj_Yj+i E E (to avoid a claw on Xj+iXjYjYj+r). But then the chordless path 
wiw2 . . . wj- lXjwj+ lYjYj+ lwj+3 **a Wk 
along with HP and @ induces an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. 
Case 4: j,S2, j+ 1 eS2. We must have first YjXj+, E E (to avoid a claw on 
WjWj- l_YjXj+ 1) and then XjXj+ 1 E E (to avoid a claw on _YjXjXj+ 1Wj+2)* But then the 
chordless path 
WIWZ... wj-]xjxj+lwj+l s.0 wk 
along with HP and @ induces an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. 
Case 5: j E S2, j + 1 E S3. We must have XjYj+ I $ E for otherwise the chordless 
path 
wiwz... wj- lXjYj+ 1wj+3 .** Wk 
along with HP and @ induces an odd refinement of F,. Then we must have 
XjXj+ 16 E (to avoid a claw on Xi+ iXjWj+ i_Yj+ 1) and YjYj+ I$ E (to avoid a claw on 
_YjYj+lWj+lXj). In particular, Yj#Xj+i, and SO YjXj+leE to avoid a claw on 
WjWj_IYjXj+,. But then the chordless path 
wiw, . . . wj- lXjYjXj+ lYj+ 1 wj+3 **. wk 
along with $ and I$ induces an odd refinement of F5, a contradiction. 
Case 6: j E S3, j + 1 E S2. We must have first Yj_Yj+ 1E E (to avoid a claw on 
wj+ 1 WjYjYj+ 1) and then YjXj+ 1 E E (to avoid a claw on Yj+iYjXj+i Wj+s). But then 
the chordless path 
w, w2 . . . wjXj+lYjwj+2*.*wk 
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along with HP and @ induces an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 2.20. Each Qj is a clique. 
Proof. If 2 ~j<k- 1 then at least one of the edges wj_ 1 Wj, wj Wj+ I is normal by 
Claim 2.19, and so the desired conclusion follows from Claim 2.18. If j= 1 or 
j= k then the desired conclusion follows from Claim 2.10 since Q, c Ni and 
QkcNz. 0 
Claim2.21. If~~Q,,yeQjandxy~Ethenj=i-1 orj=iorj=i+l. 
Proof. Same as that of Claim 1.12 with the following modifications. The role of 
His played by P; in Case 1, we rely on Claim 2.14 rather than 1.5; in Case 2 with 
j = i + 2, the chordless path 
wiwz . . . wi_txywi+3**. wk 
along with HP and @ induces an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. q 
Claim 2.22. If a 4-vertex is adjacent to Wi, Wi+l, Wi+3, Wi+4 then both w~w~+I and 
Wi + 3 Wi + 4 are normal edges. 
Proof. Since i is odd (by Claim 2.13) and k is odd (by the remark following Claim 
2.12), we have 1 silk-4. The remainder of the argument is the same as in the 
justification of Claim 1.13. 0 
Claim 2.23. No two 4-vertices are adjacent. 
Proof. Same as that of Claim 1.14 with two modifications. In Case 1, we rely on 
Claims 2.22 and 2.17 rather than 1.13 and 1.8; in Case 2, the assumption that kf6 
is unnecessary. q 
Claim 2.24. For each 4-vertex  there is a subscript i such that the set of neighbours 
of xis Qi’JQi+,‘JQi+3’JQi+4* 
Proof. Same as that of Claim 1.15 with two modifications. We rely on Claims 2.22, 
2.18,2.17 and2.23 rather than 1.13, 1.9, 1.8 and 1.14; when it comes to considering 
an arbitrary neighbour y of x, Claim 2.9 guarantees that y$H, U Hz since (by 
Claim 2.22) xwc$ E and xwk+ 1 cj E. 0 
We shall set MI = Qt and Mz = Qk. 
Claim 2.25. Each vertex in Mi has a neighbour outside Hi U Ni U S. 
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Proof. Symmetry allows us to set i = 1. Let x be an arbitrary vertex in (2,. By 
Claim 2.9, we only need find a neighbour y of x such that y # wO, yw, $ E and y $ S. 
Thus we may assume that xw2 $ E. Since x E Qi , it follows that x is a 2-vertex adja- 
cent to wO, wi and to a 3-vertex y that is adjacent to w,, w2, w3. 0 
Claim 2.26. NO vertex in Ni-Mi has a neighbour outside Hi U Ni. 
Proof. Symmetry allows us to set i= 1. Let x be an arbitrary vertex in Ni - Qr . 
Note that xw,, E E (by Claim 2.9) and that xf w1 (since xe Qi). Claim 2.16 guaran- 
tees that x a HI U H2 U P and that x is not a 4-vertex; since x does not belong to Qi , 
it is not a 3-vertex. Thus x is a 2-vertex adjacent to w. and wi. 
Now assume that x has a neighbour y outside H, U Ni . Trivially, y $ P; Claim 
2.9 guarantees that y $ Hz. Since y $ N,, we have yw, $ E; now Claim 2.14 guaran- 
tees that XE Qr , a contradiction. 0 
Claim 2.27. If 25j1 k- 1 and x, y are distinct vertices in Qj then one of x, y 
dominates the other. 
Proof. Say that x has at least as many neighbours as y; we propose to show that 
x dominates y. For this purpose, assume the contrary. As in the justification of 
Claim 1.16 (except hat we rely on Claims 2.16, 2.21, 2.26 rather than 1.7, 1.12 and 
on Claims 2.24, 2.19, 2.18 rather than 1.15, 1.10, 1.9), we may assume that Wj_i Wj 
is normal and we find vertices u, w in Qj+ 1 such that wy E E, wxb E, vx E E, vy $ E. 
Now we may assume that j< k - 2 (else the holes xywv and Hi induce an F4); since 
Qj’JQj+l is not a clique, Claims 2.18 and 2.19 guarantee that Qj+ 1 U Qj+2 is a cli- 
que. If j is odd then the holes @ and xywv along with wi w2 . . . Wj_ 1 induce an odd 
refinement of F,, a contradiction; if j is even then the holes xywv and Ht along 
with Wj+2Wj+3 . . . wk induce an odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 2.28. No hole of length four has two vertices in Ci and two vertices in Mi. 
Proof. Assume the contrary: some hole H of length four has two vertices in Ci and 
two vertices in Mi. Symmetry allows us to set i= 1. We may assume that kr 3 (else 
k= 1, and so H and Ht induce an F4) and that Qi U Q2 is not a clique (else H, Hi 
and ~2~3 . . . wk induce an odd refinement of F,); now Claims 2.18 and 2.19 
guarantee that Q2 U Qs is a clique. Let x and y be the two vertices in Hfl Q1 and 
let w denote the neighbour of x in H fl C,. By Claim 2.25, x has a neighbour v out- 
side H, U Ni US; since v $ N,, we have vwbE, Claim 2.26 with i= 2 guarantees 
that v $ N2 - Qk; now it follows from Claims 2.16 and 2.21 that v E Q2; to avoid a 
claw on xyvw, we must have vy E E. But then H, Hi and VW, w4 . . . wk induce an 
odd refinement of F,, a contradiction. 0 
Claim 2.29. There are no 4-vertices x and y such that x is adjacent to wjr Wi+ 1, 
Wi+3, Wi+4 and y iS adjacent t0 Wi+2, Wi+3, Wi+5, wi+6- 
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Proof. If there were such vertices then the two holes HP and ~w~+~vv;+~w~+~ along 
with the chordless path w1 w2.. . WiX would induce an odd refinement of F,, a con- 
tradiction. q 
Claim 2.30. Each Hi admits a perfect order in which all the vertices in Ci precede 
all the vertices in Hi- Ci. 
Proof. For simplicity, let us write H= Hi, C= Ci. By Claim 2.4, the set of vertices 
of H splits into disjoint cliques A, and AZ. Let D denote the set of (H-C)- 
universal vertices in H- C and write Bj =Aj- (CU D). Let us note at once that 
(i) no vertex in A, tl C has a neighbour in B2. 
IfxyEE withx6A,nCandyeB,then (sincey$D) yz@Efor somezin H-C 
and (since A, is a clique) z E A,, and so there is a claw on x, its neighbour outside 
H and y, z, a contradiction. 
By symmetry, 
(ii) no vertex in A, fl C has a neighbour in B,. 
Let HO denote the subgraph of G induced by CUD. 
Let us define a linear order on the set of vertices of Has follows. All the vertices 
in C precede all the vertices in D, which precede all the vertices in B, U BZ. The 
order of vertices in C and the order of vertices in D are defined by a perfect order 
of HO; the order of vertices in B, U B2 is chosen so that x<y whenever the degree 
of x is greater than the degree of y. 
We propose to show that this order is perfect. For this purpose, assume the con- 
trary: some chordless path x,x2x3x4 has xi <x2 and x4<x3. Symmetry allows us to 
assume that x1,x2 EAT and x3,x4 gA2. Note that at least one Xi must be in B1 U B2 
(else x1, x2 belong to one of the cliques C, D and x3, x4 belong to the other clique; 
since the order of vertices in C and the order of vertices in D are defined by the same 
perfect order of H,,, we must have x,>xz or x,>x,). Using (i), (ii), the fact that 
u < u < w whenever u E C, u ED, w E B, U B2, the fact that C is a clique and the fact 
that all the vertices in D are (H- C)-universal, we conclude that x,,x~EB, or 
x3, x4 E B,; symmetry allows us to assume that xi, x2 E B, , 
Since x, <x2, the degree of xl is at least the degree of x2; hence there is a vertex 
yl with ylxl E E, yl x2 d E. Since x1x3 $ E and x2 yl $ E, we have x3, y1 E A2 -D; in 
turn, since ~2x3 EE and xl y, EE, (ii) guarantees x3, yl E B2. By Claim 2.5, C 
dominates H; in particular, x, has a neighbour yz in C and x3 has a neighbour y3 
in C; now (ii) guarantees yz E A, and (i) guarantees y3 E A2. Now y2 #y3, and so 
(since y2, y3 E C) y2 y3 E E. In addition, xl y2 E E since xl, y2 E Al and yl, x3, y, y3 E E 
since _Y~,x~,_Y~EA~. Finally, y2~3dE and yzyi$E by (i) and y3xl$E, y3~2$E by 
(ii). Thus x1 y3~2yIy2~3 is an antihole, a contradiction. 0 
Let HF denote the subgraph of G induced by Hi U Ni. 
Claim 2.31. Each linear order of A4i extends into a perfect order of HF such that 
~2 < ~1 whenever ~1, ~2 E Hi*, ~3 E A4i and ~1x2 EE, ~2x3 EE, ~1x3 $E. 
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Proof. Let C* denote the set of all Hi-universal vertices in Ci and write Co= Ci - C *; 
note that, by Claims 2.9 and 2.10, 
(i) Co U Ni is a clique. 
Let B denote the set of all (Ni - Mi)-universal vertices in C * and write A = C* - B; 
note that 
(ii) no x in A has a neighbour y in Mi 
(else, by Claims 2.25 and 2.26, there would be a claw on y, its neighbour outside 
Hi*, x and a vertex in Ni-Mi nonadjacent o x). By Claim 2.28, no hole of length 
four has two vertices in B and two vertices in Mi; it follows that there is a linear 
order of B such that 
XZ<Xl whenever X~,X~E B, x3ei'bfi, and ~2x3~ E, x1x3$E, 
we impose this order on B. By Claim 2.30, Hi admits a perfect order in which all 
the vertices in Ci precede all the vertices in Hi- Ci; we let this perfect order induce 
a linear order of Co and a linear order of Hi- Ci. Since A and Ni-Mi are cliques, 
the subgraph of Hi* induced by their union admits a perfect order; we let this 
perfect order induce a linear order on A and a linear order on Ni - A4i. We impose 
an arbitrary linear order on Mi. Finally, we declare that all the vertices in Co 
precede all the vertices in Ni- Mi, which precede all the vertices in Mi, which 
precede all the vertices in B, which precede all the vertices in A, which precede all 
the vertices in Hi- Ci. It is a routine matter to verify, using (i) and (ii), that the 
resulting linear order of the vertices of Hi* has the desired properties. Cl 
Now let us impose perfect orientations on H: and Hz* by Claim 2.31; note that 
these two orientations can be made to agree on all the edges of H: n H; (which is 
the subgraph of G induced by Mt nM2) and that their union contains no directed 
cycle. Orient each edge xy with x E Qj, y E Qj_ 1 U Qj+ 1 such that j is even from x 
to y; orient each edge with both endpoints in the same Qj such that 21.j~ k- 1 
away from the endpoint x that dominates the other endpoint y (note that y does not 
dominate x in this case since x and y are not twins); orient each edge xy with x E S 
from x to y. To verify that the resulting orientation of G is perfect, consider an ar- 
bitrary chordless path with four vertices in G which is not fully contained in H: or 
H;. It is a routine matter to verify that this path has the form x1x2x3x4 with 
xt,xzEHi*, xsEMi, orx2EQj3 xlEQj-1’JQj+1 for some even j, or x1, x2 E Qj for 
some j such that 2 sj 5 k - 1, or x2 E S; in all four cases, the edge x1 x2 is oriented 
from x2 to x1. 
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